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Younger employees are often promoted into supervisory positions in which they then manage older subordinates. Do companies beneﬁt or suffer when supervisors and subordinates have inverse age differences? In
this study, we examine how average age differences between younger supervisors and older subordinates are
linked to the emotions that prevail in the workforce, and to company performance. We propose that the average age differences determine how frequently older subordinates and their coworkers experience negative
emotions, and that these emotion frequency levels in turn relate to company performance. The indirect relationship between age differences and performance occurs only if subordinates express their feelings toward their supervisor, but the association is neutralized if emotions are suppressed. We ﬁnd consistent
evidence for this theoretical model in a study of 61 companies with multiple respondents. Copyright ©
2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Older employees have historically supervised younger employees (Linton 1936), but this customary pattern has
changed in recent decades as a result of multiple trends (Cappeli & Novelli 2010). To increase performance, many
companies have abandoned seniority-based promotion systems and have introduced merit-based systems that encourage ambitious young employees to compete with, and overtake, their older colleagues on the corporate career
ladder (Chiang & Birtch 2007). The fast pace of technological innovation has prompted companies to appreciate
the fresh and creative ideas of younger employees and consequently to promote them into supervisory positions
(Posthuma & Campion 2009). The move toward promoting younger employees into positions that require them
to manage older employees is also a consequence of the demographic change (Peeters & Groot 2012) that forces
companies to retain older employees in the workplace longer than ever before, for example, through the abandoning
of early retirement schemes. The ever-greater number of aging employees with ﬂat or even downward-sloping career
patterns after a certain age (e.g., 50 years) means that the likelihood of their having younger supervisors increases.
Together, these trends contribute to the emergence of a “new organizational order” (Cappeli & Novelli 2010)—one
in which younger employees increasingly supervise older employees.
The neglect of age in promotion decisions has been heralded as being inherently positive—it supposedly prevents
the negative feelings that age-based discrimination had created in the traditional workplace (Kunze, Boehm, &
Bruch 2011), and it motivates, through the emphasis on merit rather than seniority, high levels of company performance (Cadsby, Song, & Tapon 2007; Dobson 1988; Lazear 2000). Most companies in industrialized countries now
adhere to policies that consider age as irrelevant for promotion decisions (Castilla 2008). However, empirical evidence demonstrating the alleged beneﬁts of these policies is mixed (Phelan & Lin 2001). Indeed, there is a puzzle
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at the heart of our understanding of these developments. Theories of career time tables (Lawrence 1984, 1988) and
age-related status differences (Hughes 1945; Vecchio 1993) suggest that “employees who are older than their managers will suffer negative consequences” (Shore, Cleveland, & Goldberg 2003, p. 533). Empirical studies show that
these consequences involve feeling negative emotions (Cox & Nkomo 1992) and experiencing lower levels of performance (cf. Shore et al. 2003). These studies give reason to suspect that systematically promoting younger employees into positions requiring them to supervise older employees may diminish rather than enhance the
collective feelings that prevail in a company and the company’s performance.
This study addresses the question of how workers feel and collectively perform when their company features supervisory relationships pairing younger supervisors with older subordinates. We draw on extant theories about age
differences in organizations (e.g., Lawrence 1984, 1988; Hughes 1945; Vecchio 1993) to develop hypotheses about
age-related effects at the organizational level, and we test the hypotheses in an organizational-level survey study involving 61 companies. We propose that the average age differences between younger supervisors and their older
subordinates within companies are linked to company performance. Age-inverse supervisory relationships, we suggest, carry negative emotional repercussions that, if expressed, blanket companies with negative emotions and, in
turn, impair company performance.
To establish our theoretical model, we integrate relational and compositional demography theories (Tsui, Egan, &
Xin 1995), and we link those theories with emotion research at the organizational level (Menges & Kilduff 2015).
Prior research on age effects has drawn either on relational theories concerning age-different relationships as they
affect employees individually (e.g., Shore et al. 2003; Tsui & O’Reilly 1989), or on the compositional theories of
age diversity as it affects the workforce collectively (e.g., Kunze, de Jong and Bruch, 2016; Van Dijk, Van Engen,
& Van Knippenberg 2012). In this research, we examine how age-different relationships within companies affect
workforce emotions and performance collectively, thus bridging the two theoretical approaches. We expand our understanding of age effects at the organizational level, a level that previous research on individuals, dyads, and teams
has largely neglected (Kunze et al. 2011), and we show that demographic differences link with performance through
psychological mechanisms involving emotion experience and expression (Barsade & Knight 2015; Elfenbein 2007;
Menges & Kilduff 2015). Thus, we contribute to a better understanding of how age differences in companies relate
to outcomes at the organizational level.

Why and when do age-inverse supervisory relationships matter?
The organizational-level model driving our research is depicted in Figure 1. We suggest that average age differences
between supervisors and older subordinates within companies indirectly relate to company performance: the larger
the age differences between supervisors and older subordinates, the more frequently employees will experience negative emotions¸ and, in turn, the lower company performance will be. We further suggest that the indirect linkage
depends on whether subordinates express emotions toward their supervisor. If they do, then the linkage unfolds
as depicted, but if they suppress their emotions and keep their feelings hidden, the linkage vanishes, rendering the
average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships irrelevant for company performance. In the following
paragraphs, we elaborate on this model.

Age-inverse supervisory relationships and negative emotions of subordinates
Supervisor–subordinate relationships always involve an emotional component (Barsade & Gibson 2007) and usually
feature a mix of positive and negative emotions (Dasborough 2006). In age-inverse supervisory relationships we expect
this to be no different. But, in comparison to same-age or older supervisor-younger subordinate relationships, we expect
that there will be a higher frequency of negative emotions including anger, fear, and disgust in age-inverse supervisory
relationships. These negative emotions are triggered, we posit, by status incongruence and violations of career norms.
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Figure 1. Proposed organizational-level relationships between the average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships
and company performance

The concept of status congruence suggests that age-inverse supervisory relationships tax subordinates emotionally
(Hughes 1945; Vecchio 1993). Age is one of several status indicators, including pay, expertise, experience, and hierarchical position. Within groups, status is congruent when the oldest members also receive the highest pay, have
the most expertise and the richest experience, and hold the highest hierarchical positions. If, however, age fails to
concur with the other status indicators, then statuses are incongruent, evoking unpleasant and potentially upsetting
feelings among group members. Age-inverse supervisory relationships, which disassociate age from hierarchical position and prototypical leadership attributes (Buengeler, Homan, & Voelpel in press), generate status incongruence,
causing subordinates to feel negative emotions such as resentment (Cox & Nkomo 1992) and anger.
Age-inverse supervisory relationships painfully violate career norms. The theory of age grading (Lawrence 1984,
1988) draws from broader social comparison theory (Festinger 1954) to suggest that people judge their career progress by comparing themselves with others of similar age. If they have surpassed others by reaching higher positions,
they perceive that they are ahead of schedule. If they have progressed at about the same pace as others of similar age,
they are comforted that they are on schedule. However, if they have been promoted more slowly, or if they have
failed to rise at all, then they realize that they have fallen behind schedule. When faced with being supervised by
a younger person, older employees are forced to recognize their lack of progress (Shore et al. 2003). Working daily
under a younger supervisor, older subordinates are constantly reminded that they have failed to keep pace. Those
recurring, salient social comparison processes are agonizing: “being off schedule does have a negative impact on
people” (Lawrence 1984, p. 24).
Like in other social comparison processes, those perceiving themselves in an inferior position experience negative
emotions: people “feel less well off when others fare better” (Frijda 1988: 353). The reason for the negative feelings
in the context of inverse age differences is that these differences defy existing and widely held age norms (Lawrence
1984). The “law of comparative feeling” (Frijda 1988: 353) speciﬁes that emotions emerge as result of evaluating oneself in comparison to others within a given frame of reference. Because age norms constitute a frame of reference that
places older subordinates of younger supervisors in a position of relative inferiority, negative emotions are likely to ensue in such relationships. And, indeed, scholars have noted that being off schedule elicits adverse feelings about work
(Lawrence 1984) including strong emotions such as anxiety and fear (Rosenbaum & Rubin 1983). Being off schedule
can spark emotional crises (Lawrence, 1980) and leave employees less satisﬁed with their job (Shore et al. 2003).
Status incongruence and violations of career norms, and the negative emotions they evoke, are likely to result in
unfavorable treatment of older subordinates by their younger supervisors. In addition to conscious and unconscious
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biases of managers toward older subordinates (e.g., Karpinska, Henkens, & Schippers 2011; Furunes, Mykletun, &
Solem 2011), research shows that especially in age-inverse supervisory relationships, subordinates receive fewer development opportunities (Shore et al. 2003) and lower promotability ratings (Shore et al. 2003). Supervisors are less
likely to communicate with older subordinates than with subordinates of similar age (Zenger & Lawrence 1989), and
like older subordinates less than younger subordinates (Tsui & O’Reilly 1989). But not all consequences of ageinverse supervisory relationships are negative. One study ﬁnds that older subordinates working under younger supervisors tend to be more willing to help coworkers and are less often absent (Perry, Kulik, & Zhou 1999). This
study does not preclude the possibility, though, that these desirable behaviors are responses to negative, rather than
neutral or positive, emotions. Indeed, helping behaviors often follow from the experience of shared negative emotion
(Rimé 2007). Also, older employees might be afraid to be passed over or feel threatened to lose their job, so they
might well be motivated to avoid being absent.
Thus, we build on existing theory and empirical evidence to derive that supervisory relationships in which subordinates are older than their supervisors are likely to evoke more frequent experiences of negative emotions than
supervisory relationships in which subordinates are the same age or younger than their supervisors. As the age
gap widens, the violation of career norms gets increasingly stronger; thus, the emotional responses should become
stronger, too. Older subordinates could still hope to catch up with a supervisor who is just a few years younger; thus,
they might not feel so strongly about the inverse age difference. But if the age difference is substantial, the older
subordinate will recognize that it will be difﬁcult to overcome the deﬁcit; thus, they are likely to suffer more. Therefore, the greater the age difference between a younger supervisor and an older subordinate, the more painful and negative will be the impact on the subordinate.

Negative emotions spread throughout a company unless suppressed
Demography and diversity research has long posited that individuals with characteristics that differ from others
stand out (Randel 2002) and that these individuals can receive attention throughout an entire organization (Kossek,
Markel, & McHugh 2003). Thus, when a single woman joins an all men team, for example, she stands out and gets
noticed far beyond the team, whereas other men joining the team would not receive much attention (Torchia,
Calabro, & Huse 2011). We apply this thinking to relationships, suggesting that relationships that deviate from
the norm will stand out and receive attention within an organization. Therefore, age-inverse relationships, because
they are against the norm, will be relatively salient to employees within an organization.
Diversity research has shown that the effects of diverse individuals are often brought about by the individuals’
salience, rather than by the absolute numbers of such individuals (Randel, 2002). Thus, we suggest that the effects
of non-normative relationships depend not so much on how many such relationships exist within an organization,
but rather on how much these relationships break with existing norms and thus gain salience. Applied to age-inverse
supervisory relationships, this implies that the effects of these relationships are brought about by the extent to which
these relationships violate age norms. The higher (rather than the more frequent) the inverse age differences in supervisory relationships, the more salient these relationships will be and thus the more strongly these relationships
will affect others in an organization.
Employees pay particular attention to how well salient individuals do and feel (Randel, 2002). Similarly, employees, we suggest, will pay attention to the dynamics of salient non-normative relationships. Thus, employees will
take an interest in how the relationship partners in an age-inverse-supervisory relationship feel. If older subordinates
express their negative emotions, they signal to others that this type of relationship is problematic (Bartel & Saavedra
2000) and they may pass on their emotions to others by way of emotion contagion (Barsade, 2002; Elfenbein 2014).
Employees in direct proximity to the age-inverse-supervisory relationship may catch the negative emotions and, because of the salience of the relationship, pass them on to others interested in the dynamics of the relationship. According to the emotional broadcaster theory of social sharing (Harber & Cohen 2005), emotions can thus ripple through
large collectivities such as entire organizations. For example, a ﬁeld study showed that the emotions 33 students
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experienced after a visit to a hospital morgue were shared with 900 people within just 10 days (Harber & Cohen
2005). Similarly, the negative emotions that employees experience in the context of age-inverse-supervisory relationship likely proliferate, to the extent that they are expressed, to others in the organization through secondary, tertiary,
and further sharing. Thus, we suggest that age-inverse-supervisory relationships are among the many sources of emotions at work, and that they tend to evoke emotions—directly, vicariously, or through contagion (Kelly & Barsade
2001)—that are negative in valence such as anger, fear, and disgust. There is good evidence for the spread of emotions beyond the group level and across large networks (for a recent review, see Menges & Kilduff 2015).
If older subordinates suppress the expression of their negative emotions, however, they may prevent the spreading
of age-related negativity across the company. Emotion suppression involves inhibiting expressions of emotions
(Gross 1998). People suppress emotions to regulate their feelings (Koole 2009) and, in social encounters, to avoid
personal disclosure (Butler, Gross, Philippot, & Feldman 2004). Research with individuals showed that emotion
suppression, as a self-regulation strategy, has negative consequences such as depression, damaged health, and impaired cognitive performance (Gross 2002). But research involving social interactions also showed that the suppression of emotions can be useful. In teams, for example, emotion suppression focuses employees on tasks rather than
on conﬂicts (Brown, Westbrook, & Challagalla 2005). Emotion suppression reduces emotional contagion processes
and thus stops negativity from spreading (Cole, Walter, & Bruch 2008), acting as a barrier that prevents negative
spillover. Therefore, even though emotion suppression does come at a cost for individuals, it can prove an adaptive
emotion regulation strategy for the sake of the collectivity as a whole (Butler et al. 2004; Gross 2013). Here, we extend this thinking to suggest that the suppression of emotions is likely to reduce the spreading of the negative emotions that age inverse supervisory relationships evoke.
The extent to which employees express emotions or engage in emotion suppression depends on the interpersonal
context in which they ﬁnd themselves (Clark 1990; Kilduff, Chiaburu, & Menges 2010). Organizational environments tend to feature implicit emotion norms that capture the appropriate range of emotions that can be expressed
within the organization and toward employees up and down the hierarchy in organizations (Menges Menges &
Kilduff 2015). Some organizations require the expression of speciﬁc emotions (Van Maanen & Kunda 1989), and
others tolerate the open expression of a restricted range of emotions (Martin, Knopoff, & Beckman 1998). During
their socialization in a company, employees develop a generalized sense as to whether, to what extent, and to whom
it is acceptable and appropriate to express emotions within their given organizational environment (O’Reilly &
Chatman 1996). As a result, employees individually adjust their emotion expression to ﬁt in with the general organizational norm. But because emotion norms apply across a workforce (Mann 1999), employees, despite individual
differences, are likely to converge on relatively similar levels of emotion suppression while at work. Thus, some organizations are likely to feature higher levels of emotion suppression in interactions with supervisors than others.
Therefore, we expect the effect of age-inverse supervisory relationships on employees’ emotions to depend on the
extent to which employees express or suppress emotions. The negative emotions that emerge in age-inverse supervisory relationships are likely to spread across a workforce, unless suppressed, thus raising the overall level of negative emotional experiences among employees within an organization. We hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1: The association between the average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships in a company
and the negative emotions experienced by employees throughout a company depends on the extent to which subordinates suppress the expression of emotions toward their supervisor. The association is signiﬁcant and positive for low
levels of subordinates’ emotion suppression, but not signiﬁcant for high levels of subordinates’ emotion suppression.

High frequencies of negative emotions hamper company performance
The association between the average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships and the frequency of negative emotions at the organizational level is threatening because negative emotions hinder collaboration (Yang &
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Mossholder 2004), deteriorate work motivation (Seo, Barrett, & Bartunek 2004), deﬂect attention from purposeful
goal-pursuits to coping attempts (Brown et al. 2005; Lazarus 1991), harm productivity, and lower performance
(Brown et al. 2005; Cole et al. 2008; Kiefer 2005). If team members share negative emotions, the entire team’s performance is damaged (Cole et al. 2008; Losada & Heaphy 2004). But negative emotions are not always bad for performance: a meta-analysis review points out that negative group emotions can enhance performance if these emotions
are because of a cause that is external to the group or if the group convenes only once, but diminishes performance if
these emotions are because of a group-intrinsic cause or if the group convenes regularly (Knight & Eisenkraft 2014).
There is no research, to our knowledge, that links employees’ negative emotions to performance at the organizational level. Earlier ﬁndings suggest that the workforce is among the most important factors driving company performance (Huselid 1995). Therefore, we propose that the emotions shared within the workforce likely affect
company performance. Age-inverse supervisory relationships are a trigger for negative emotions that resides within
the company, and the employees sharing those negative emotions work together over extended periods of time.
Therefore, in line with the meta-analytical evidence described above (Knight & Eisenkraft 2014), we propose that
frequent negative emotions among employees are likely to weaken company performance. A workforce tuned to
negativity is likely to show deteriorated collective efforts that translate into overall impaired company performance,
bringing us to hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2: The frequency of negative emotions that employees experience is negatively associated with the
company’s performance.

Age-inverse supervisory relationships are indirectly linked to company performance
Combining the links thus far established, we conclude that age differences between younger supervisors and older
subordinates are likely to relate indirectly to company performance through how frequently negative emotions occur.
In companies that have large age differences between supervisors and older subordinates, employees experience
negative emotions such as anger, fear, and disgust more frequently than in companies that have smaller or no age
differences between supervisors and older subordinates. However, the linkage of age-inverse supervisory relationships, company performance, and frequency of negative emotions depends on whether subordinates tend to express
or suppress emotions: the linkage vanishes if subordinates keep their emotions to themselves. Thus, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 3: The average age-inverse difference in supervisory relationships is positively associated with the frequency of employees’ negative emotions, which then is negatively associated with company performance. The
indirect association occurs for low levels of emotion suppression, but not for high levels of emotion suppression.

Methods
Sample and procedure
The level of analysis for this study is the company-level and thus we collected data from multiple companies. A professional benchmarking agency helped us recruit 110 companies to participate in this study through a media campaign that involved mainly print advertisements and direct mailing. As selection criteria, the agency speciﬁed that
the companies had to have their headquarters in Germany and have workforces of fewer than 5000 employees.
The companies thus recruited voluntary agreed to participate in our research and were offered a benchmarking report
in return for their participation. Out of the 110 companies that had initially agreed to participate, 61 provided
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sufﬁcient data on the focal variables of this study (organizational level response rate: 56 percent). The size of these
companies ranged from 18 to 3265 employees, with a mean of 357 employees, and represented a wide range of industries, including services (65 percent), manufacturing (20 percent), trade (10 percent), and ﬁnance and insurance
(6 percent).
We collected data from four different data sources. First, all employees were invited to participate in this study
through an e-mail sent by the respective company’s HR department. The e-mail provided a short description of
the study and a link to a survey website that was hosted by an independent IT company. All employees answered
demographic questions including their age and the age of their supervisor. Additionally, an algorithm programmed
into the website randomly selected 25 percent of the employees to answered questions about the frequency of employees’ negative emotions (data source one). Another 25 percent of employees were randomly selected to answer
questions assessing the tendency to suppress emotions toward the supervisor (data source two). This selection mechanism was installed to lower the number of questions that each employee had to answer and thus to increase the response rate. Altogether, 7802 employees provided complete responses. The average within-organization response
rate was 75 percent (SD = 30 percent). Responding employees were relatively balanced between men (53 percent)
and women (47 percent) and averaged 38 years of age (SD = 4.6).
Furthermore, we invited the members of the top management team of each company to participate in this study,
again through an e-mail sent by the HR department. The e-mail contained a short description of the study and a link
to an independent website with a survey about company performance (data source three). In 20 of the companies,
one top management team member responded. For the other companies, as many as 12 members of the top management team participated. In total, 175 top management team members responded, yielding an average withinorganization response rate of 63 percent (SD = 30). Respondents averaged 46 years old and were mostly men (86 percent). Finally, we asked the 61 HR directors of the participating companies to complete a web-based questionnaire to
capture several control variables (data source four).
This multiple-respondent design with four different data sources prevented common source bias, a form of common method variance (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff 2012). In this study, all self-reported measures (i.e., frequency of negative emotions experienced by the workforce, level of suppression of emotions in supervisory
relationships, and company performance) were collected from different data sources. Thus, the data obtained were
not affected by common source bias. In addition, because age is an objective demographic variable, the measurement of age was unlikely to be biased because of common method variance.

Measures
Our study focused on the organizational level, and so all constructs measured through individual responses were aggregated to the organizational level. To examine the adequacy of the aggregation, we followed the advice by
LeBreton and Senter (2007). We calculated several statistical indicators to assess both inter-rater agreement (IRA)
and inter-rater reliability (IRR). Speciﬁcally, we report ADM(J) (Burke, Finkelstein, & Dusig 1999) and rwg(j) (James,
Demaree, & Wolf 1984) to address IRA, and we report two intra-class correlation coefﬁcients (ICC1 and ICC2;
Bliese 2000) to report both IRR and IRA.
The average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships
We assessed age-inverse supervisory relationships by asking subordinates their age and the age of their direct supervisor in the employee survey. Difference scores were calculated by subtracting each supervisor’s age from the subordinate’s age (Perry & Finkelstein 1999; Tsui & O’Reilly 1989; Tsui, Porter, & Egan 2002). If the difference score
was positive, the supervisor was younger than the subordinate. To form one score per company for the average ageinverse differences in supervisory relationships, we averaged the positive age differences per company. Difference
scores that were negative (i.e., age-consistent supervisory differences) were not considered here (but were used as a
control variable—see below). We examined whether companies systematically differed in the extent to which they
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featured age-inverse supervisory relationships. We calculated ICC values based on a one-way ANOVA (ICC1 = .04,
F [2.47], p < .001; ICC2 = .60). The signiﬁcant result suggests that there were signiﬁcant differences between organizations in the extent to which age-inverse supervisory relationships were common. We also checked whether the
number of age-inverse supervisory relationships outweighed the number of traditional supervisory relationships in
any of the participating organizations. This was only the case in one of the 61 companies (the average percentage
of such relationships across companies was 27 percent) thus supporting the view that such relationships gain salience because they are in the minority (Kanter, 1977; Kossek et al. 2003; Randel 2002).

The frequency of negative emotions experienced by the workforce
We measured the frequency with which employees experience negative emotions in the employee survey, based on
responses from a randomly selected sample of 25 percent of employees. Emotions were measured at the organizational level (i.e., level of the workforce), because group emotion research indicates that emotions are shared at the
collective level through the social interaction of employees (Barsade & Knight 2015; Menges & Kilduff 2015). In
line with previous research (e.g., Menges, Walter, Vogel, & Bruch 2011), we therefore assessed the frequency of
negative emotions experienced by the workforce based on a referent-shift consensus model (Chan 1998), asking participants how frequently the employees of their company experienced the following exemplary negative higharousal emotions within the last six months: angry, furious, frightened, and disgusted. These items were taken from
the job-related affective well-being scale (JAWS; Van Katwyk, Fox, Spector, & Kelloway 2000), and selected because their intensity will likely make such emotional experienes salient across the workforce. Participants responded
on a ﬁve-point scale, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (extremely often/always). The responses were averaged and aggregated to the organizational level to obtain an overall score per company. Four different aggregation indices showed
that the aggregation of the data to the organizational level of analysis was justiﬁed (ICC1 = .14, F [5.92], p < .001;
ICC2 = .82; mean ADM(J) = .83; mean rwg(j) = .92). The rwg(j) index of .92 demonstrated very strong agreement within
organizations (LeBreton & Senter 2007), and the ICC1 effect size of .14 indicated medium to strong organizationallevel effects (LeBreton & Senter 2007). The internal consistency estimate was good (α = .90).

The level of suppression of emotions in supervisory relationships
We assessed the extent to which subordinates express or suppress emotions toward their supervisor in the employee
survey version, based on responses from a randomly selected sample of 25 percent of employees. (This sample did
not overlap with the sample of employees who had answered questions concerning the frequency of negative emotions.) Emotion suppression was measured at the individual level (i.e., level of the employee), because emotion regulation research indicates that suppression is an inherently intrapersonal process through which individuals seek to
control their emotion expression and align their expression with social expectations (Butler et al. 2004). To the extent that many employees of a company engage similarly in the suppression of emotion, emotion suppression is a
characteristic of the company as a whole (Menges & Kilduff 2015). In light of these considerations, we measured
the level of suppression of emotions in supervisory relationships based on a direct consensus model (Chan 1998),
asking participants to reply to four questions concerning the extent to which they convey emotions to their supervisor. The items were adapted from a widely used measure of emotion suppression (Gross & John 2003); a sample
item is, “If I have negative emotions, I don’t show them toward my supervisor.” Participants indicated how well
the items described them on a seven-point scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Aggregation statistics (ICC1 = .04, F [2.13], p < 0.001; ICC2 = .53; mean ADM(J) = .67, mean rwg(j) = .80) showed that employees
within a company were more similar to each other in their suppression tendencies than employees of different companies. The rwg(j) index of .80 indicated strong IRA (LeBreton & Senter 2007), and the ICC1 of .04 pointed toward
effect sizes that were small, but appropriate for organizational-level analysis (LeBreton & Senter 2007). Therefore,
we averaged and aggregated the individual responses to the organizational level. The internal consistency was good
(α = .81).
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Company performance
The information about company performance was obtained from top management team members. In line with prior
recommendations (Combs, Crook, & Shook 2005), we constructed our measure by considering operational and organizational performance as two distinct dimensions that form one overall company performance construct (Kunze
et al. 2011). Operational performance was assessed using the items employee productivity and efﬁciency of business
procedures. Organizational performance was gauged with items on ﬁnancial performance, company growth, and return on assets. We asked the top management team members to rate their company’s performance in the current year
relative to the performance of their main competitors within the same industry and in the same region. This approach
is in line with many other studies involving a diverse sample of companies (Delaney & Huselid 1996; Wall et al.
2004). For companies with more than one top management team member responding, the top management team
members converged in their ratings of their company’s performance, as indicated by adequate agreement statistics
(ICC1 = .32, F [2.68] p < 0.001; ICC2 = .63; mean rwg(j) = .85). The performance measure also yielded adequate internal consistency (α = .91). Finally, to account for the two-dimensional structure of the performance construct and to
economize the degrees of freedom (Williams & O’Boyle 2008), we parceled the items for each of the two dimensions. The two item parcels formed the indicators for the latent construct company performance.

Control variables
A number of additional factors might inﬂuence our study variables and thus needed to be included in our analyses to
avoid spurious results. First, to account for the alternative explanation that not only age-inverse but also ageconsistent leadership age differences are related to emotional states in organizations, we controlled for the average
age-consistent differences in supervisory relationships by averaging all supervisor–subordinate differences in which
the supervisor was older than the subordinate. To better compare and discuss the effects of the age-inverse and ageconsistent differences, we transformed the age-consistent differences into positive values before aggregating them to
the organizational level. Second, we controlled for the percentage of age-inverse supervisory relationships per company to eliminate the alternative hypothesis that the relative number of age-inverse differences rather than the average age-inverse differences affect the frequency of negative emotions. Third, we controlled for the mean age of the
employees within the companies because research at the individual level shows that older adults are generally happier than younger adults (Mroczek & Kolarz 1998), a tendency that could inﬂuence the frequency of negative emotions as well as company performance. Fourth, following many studies on relational age differences (Perry et al.
1999; Tsui & O’Reilly 1989) we controlled for the mean age of supervisors per company. Finally, besides age
we also took the average organizational tenure of the participating employees as a control variable into account.
Apart from those age-related control variables, we also considered variables that could confound the effects at the
organizational level. First, because performance levels may vary systematically between different industries, we
controlled for companies’ afﬁliation with one of four categories: services, manufacturing, ﬁnance and insurance,
and trade. Second, company size is related to various employee attitudes and behaviors as well as performance
and thus needs to be controlled (Pierce & Gardner 2004). We measured company size as the number of employees
and log transformed this measure to account for its skewed distribution. Third, as prior studies have recommended
for organizational-level relationships (Delaney & Huselid 1996; Tsai 2001), we included market competition (“How
strong is the competitive pressure your organization experiences?”; 1 = extremely low, 7 = extremely high), reported
by the heads of human resources, as a covariate in our analyses to control for a potential inﬂuence of this factor on
company performance. Fourth, we controlled for the percentage of unionization within the companies, given that
other organizational research has proposed union coverage to be relevant for organizational performance (Delaney
& Huselid 1996). Fifth, we entered the average response rate per company in our model to control for potential nonresponse biases. Finally, we also controlled for the companies’ performance in the previous year of the survey [company performance (t 1)]. For that purpose we asked the HR representative to assess the performance on the same
ﬁve items as for the performance measure for the current year (i.e., company performance). To reduce model complexity, we averaged the ﬁve performance items to form one manifest variable.
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Analysis
The proposed hypotheses were tested within structural equation models (SEM), using the statistical software package Amos 18, and the two-step approach suggested by Anderson and Gerbing (1988), investigating ﬁrst the measurement model and subsequently the structural model. To secure the adequacy of our model ﬁt, we inspected
three ﬁt statistics: the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) index in combination with two incremental
ﬁt indices; the comparative ﬁt index (CFI) and the incremental ﬁt index (IFI) (Bentler 2007). We used conventional
cut-off points for these indices: >.90 for the comparative ﬁt indices (CFI and IFI) and <.08 for the RMSEA (Hu &
Bentler 1999). To compare different model solutions, we used the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike
1987): the best model solution has the lowest AIC value.
Our hypotheses included both moderation and indirect effects. First, to test for the moderation effects, we
followed the procedure described by Little, Bovaird, and Widaman (2006) and used orthogonal-centered product
terms of the manifest constructs of emotion suppression and age-inverse supervisory differences. To ease the interpretation, we also graphically plotted the interaction results and performed simple slope tests (Aiken & West 1991).
Second, we tested the indirect effects using bootstrapping procedures, following the recommendations by James,
Mulaik, and Brett (2006) and Cheung and Lau (2008). In line with the procedure for regression analyses described
by Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007), we speciﬁed two models in SEM with high values of the moderator (+1
standard deviation) and low values of the moderator ( 1 standard deviation) to inspect the conditional indirect effects in the moderated-mediation model.

Results
Table 1 summarizes means, standard deviations, and correlations for all study variables. Among the focal study variables, we detected several correlations. The average age-inverse difference in supervisory relationships was significantly and positively related to the frequency of negative emotions (r = .45, p < .001). The frequency of negative
emotions was negatively related to company performance (r = .33, p < .010). Emotion suppression was positively
related to the frequency of negative emotions (r = .26, p < .05), leaving some room for an alternative model solution,
which we will test later. Among the focal study variables and the control variables, we also found several correlations. For example, mean age positively related to frequency of negative emotions (r = .37, p < .01), indicating that
as the workforce ages, negative feelings within companies might increase. Also two of the industry dummies (production and service) were signiﬁcantly related to the average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships—
an observation that we will return to in the discussion section.
Upon inspection of the bivariate correlation, we followed the recommendations by Becker (2005) and kept only those
ﬁve control variables in the further analysis that showed signiﬁcant correlations with the two outcome measures—frequency of negative emotions and performance. These control variables were company performance (t 1), company
size, mean age of subordinates, mean tenure of subordinates mean age of supervisors, response rate, and unionization
rate. This allowed us to have more stable SEM estimates through a better parameter/sample size ratio.

Measurement model
The measurement model consists of one manifest construct (i.e., the average age-inverse differences in supervisory
relationships) and three latent constructs (i.e., emotion suppression, frequency of negative emotions, and company
performance). The overall model ﬁt for the simultaneous CFA for all model constructs revealed satisfactory results
(χ 2 = 51, df = 41, ns; CFI = .97, IFI = .97, RMSEA = .06, AIC = 124), with all indices falling within the range of a good
model ﬁt. In addition, none of the factor loadings for each construct was under 0.50—a threshold often applied in
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factor analysis to evaluate the ﬁt of latent constructs to their respective indicators (Hulland 1999) (see Figure 1). To
check the discriminative validity of our constructs, we computed three alternative models, one with emotion suppression and the frequency of negative emotions loading on one common factor (alternative model 1), a second assuming
all independent measures (age-inverse difference scores, frequency of negative emotions, emotion suppression) loading on one common factor (alternative model 2), and a third specifying a common factor for all study items (alternative model 3). As Table 2 shows, our measurement model had a substantially better ﬁt than these alternative models.

Structural model
In the second step of our analysis we examined the structural paths in our speciﬁed model. As Figure 1 shows, we
hypothesized that (i) age difference scores would relate to the frequency of negative emotions at varying strength
depending on subordinates’ suppression of negative emotion toward supervisors (Hypothesis 1); (ii) the frequency
of negative emotions would directly relate to the company’s performance (Hypothesis 2); and (iii) the age differences would indirectly relate to performance through the frequency of negative emotions, depending on subordinates’ suppression of negative emotion toward supervisors (Hypothesis 3). Paths from all included control
variables and from emotion suppression to the dependent constructs were included in our speciﬁed structural model
(Richardson & Vandenberg 2005).
We tested all hypotheses simultaneously in a moderated-mediation model (see Figure 2). The overall ﬁt statistics of
the model were supportive (χ 2 = 103, df = 97, ns; CFI = .99, IFI = .99, RMSEA = .03, AIC = 327). The moderatedmediation model indicated that the age-inverse difference scores were signiﬁcantly related to the frequency of negative
emotions (β = .30, t = 2.33, p < .05). Furthermore, the interaction term of the age difference scores and the emotion suppression scores was signiﬁcantly related with the frequency of negative emotions (β = .24, t = 2.29, p < .05), suggesting, in line with Hypothesis 1, that the association between average age-inverse differences in supervisory
relationships in a company and the frequency of negative emotions experienced by employees throughout a company
depends on the extent to which subordinates suppress the expression of emotions toward their supervisor. To further
examine whether this association holds for low levels of subordinates’ expressive suppression, but not for high levels
of subordinates’ expressive suppression, as Hypothesis 1 speciﬁes, we conducted conventional graphical analyses (Aiken & West 1991) and plotted the simple slopes, applying results from regression analyses at one standard deviation
above and below the mean of emotion suppression (see Figure 2). As expected, higher levels of emotion suppression
buffered the relation of age-inverse differences on negative affective climate. Under conditions of high emotion suppression, the association between age-inverse differences and the frequency of negative emotions was non-signiﬁcant
(simple slope = .06, t = .31, ns), whereas under conditions of low emotion suppression we observed a signiﬁcant positive
association (simple slope = .71, t = 2.84, p < .01). These ﬁndings supported Hypothesis 1. Furthermore, as expected, the
frequency of negative emotions was negatively associated with company performance (β = .34, t = 1.78, p < .05),
supporting Hypothesis 2. An inspection of effect sizes showed that our model explained 56 percent of the variance in
the frequency of negative emotions and 28 percent of the variance in company performance.
We examined whether the indirect relationship between the age-inverse difference scores and company performance mediated by the frequency of negative emotions was conditional on the level of emotion suppression within
the companies, as suggested in Hypothesis 3. Applying bootstrapping procedures (Cheung & Lau 2008) we tested
for the signiﬁcance of the indirect effects between the age-inverse difference scores and performance under different
values of emotion suppression. The indirect relation in the moderated-mediation model (e.g., under mean values of
emotion suppression) was negative and signiﬁcant (β = .10, with a 90 percent bias corrected conﬁdence interval
(BCCI) [ .361, .001]). Under conditions of high emotion suppression (+1SD) the indirect relation was found
to be non-signiﬁcant (β = .00, BCCI [ .163, .154]), but under conditions of low emotion suppression ( 1SD) the
indirect relation was strongly negative and signiﬁcant (β = .20, BCCI [ .668, .004]). These results provided evidence that emotion suppression buffered the indirect negative relation between age-inverse differences and performance and supported Hypothesis 3.
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Table 2. Measurement model comparison.
Model

χ2

df

χ2/df

Δχ2

Δdf

CFI

IFI

RMSEA

AIC

Hypothesized model
Alternative model 1: experience of
negative emotions and suppression
toward supervisor one factor
Alternative model 2: all independent
variables one factor
Alternative model 3: one common factor

51
141

41
43

1.24
3.28

90*

2

.97
.70

.97
.71

.06
.19

124
209

141

43

3.28

90*

2

.70

.71

.19

209

178

44

4.05

127*

3

.59

.61

.17

244

Note: N = 61; CFI = Comparative ﬁt index; IFI = Incremental ﬁt index; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation. The two alternative
measurement models are compared with the hypothesized model.
*= chi-difference statistic p < .05 compared with the hypothesized model. The lowest Akaike information criterion (AIC) value shows the best
ﬁtting model.

Alternative models
To inspect the robustness of our results, we examined whether the relationship between average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships in a company and negative emotions was non-linear. This was not the case. We
also compared the hypothesized moderated-mediation model with nine alternative models, with none showing a signiﬁcantly better ﬁt (see Table 3). First in a no-controls model (alternative model 1), all hypothesized effects
remained signiﬁcant and in the expected direction. Therefore, the control variables did not bias our results (Becker
2005). Models with other alternative path conﬁgurations or further variables also did not yield better results than the
hypothesized moderated-mediation model. Speciﬁcally, the hypothesized moderated-mediation model was more
parsimonious than the a performance-only model (alternative model 2), in which the direct-effects of age-inverse
relationships allowed direct paths between the age-difference score and performance; a mediation-only model (alternative model 3), in which indirect paths between the age-difference scores and company performance were transmitted through the frequency of negative emotions, while the moderating path was set to zero; a moderation-only model
(alternative model 4), in which paths existed both from the age-difference scores and from the moderator term to the
frequency of negative emotions, while the path from the frequency of negative emotions to company performance
was set to zero; and a double-moderation model (alternative model 5) that resembled the moderated-mediation
model but included additional direct paths from the age-difference score and the emotion-suppression moderator
term to company performance. Furthermore the moderated-mediation model was more parsimonious than an allcontrols model (alternative model 6) that included all control variables from the correlation analysis. In this model
all hypothesized relationships remained signiﬁcant on a 5 percent level indicating that the proposed effects were
robust when controlling for the insigniﬁcant control variables. The moderated-mediation model was also more parsimonious than an age-consistent relationships/suppression moderation model (alternative model 7), in which ageconsistent supervisory differences were added as a further control variable and integrated in a moderation of emotion
suppression on the relationship between age-consistent differences and the frequency of negative emotions. The
main effect of age-consistent supervisory differences and the second moderator were non-signiﬁcant, ruling out
the alternative hypotheses that high emotion suppression might be helpful for both age-consistent and age-inverse
differences between supervisors and subordinates. Furthermore we also controlled for the alternative hypotheses that
the age-inverse supervisory relationships might be relevant only in companies with a high percentage of such relationships, by specifying a percentage of age-inverse relationships moderation model (alternative model 8) with the
percentage of age-inverse supervisory relationships relating to the frequency of negative emotion expression and an
additional moderation term of the average age-inverse relationships with the percentage of age-inverse relationships.
This model was less parsimonious than the hypothesized moderated-mediation model, and both the main effect of
percentage of age-inverse difference scores and the moderation effect were non-signiﬁcant indicating that it was
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Figure 2. Results of the moderated-mediation model of the average age-inverse supervisory relationships on company
performance

indeed the average strength of age-inverse supervisory relationships that was driving the results. Inspired by the results from the bivariate correlations we also tested an age differences to emotion suppression to negative emotions
model (alternative model 9), which assumed an indirect mediation route from the age-inverse difference scores via
emotion suppression to the frequency of negative emotions and ultimately also to performance, while the moderator
effect was set to zero. This model had a signiﬁcantly worse ﬁt compared with the moderated-indirect model, thus
ruling out the alternative explanation that emotion suppression norms mediate the path from age-inverse relational
differences to company performance. Furthermore, because the study design was cross-sectional, causal orderings
other than the hypothesized model are possible. Even though statistical tests cannot fully resolve this issue (Mathieu
& Taylor 2006), we took several steps to gain greater conﬁdence in the implied causality of our model. First, we
examined a model of reverse causality (i.e., the horizontal arrows in Figure 1 pointing in the opposite direction).
In this alternative model the effect of performance on frequencies of negative emotions (β = .11, t = 1.20, ns)
was not signiﬁcant, while the effect of frequencies of negative emotions on age-inverse supervisory relationships
(β = .24, t = 1.74, p < .05) was signiﬁcant, but weaker. Furthermore in this alternative model there was no moderating effect of emotion suppression (β = .13, t = 1.23, ns) and no indirect effect of company performance via
frequency of negative emotions on age-inverse supervisory relationships. These results support the hypothesized ordering and assumed direction of effects.
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Table 3. Structural model comparison.
Model

χ2

df

χ2/
df

Hypothesized model: moderated-mediation
model
Nested models
Alternative model 1: No-controls model
Alternative model 2: performance-only model
Alternative model 3: mediation-only model
Alternative model 4: moderation-only model
Alternative model 4: double-moderation
model
Non-nested models
Alternative model 6: All-controls model
Alternative model 7: Age-consistent
relationships/suppression moderation
Alternative model 8: Percentage of ageinverse relationships moderation
Alternative model 9: Age differencessuppression-negative affect model

103

97

1.06

111
111
108
108
103

94
99
98
98
96

1.18
1.12
1.10
1.10
1.07

8*
8*
5*
5*
0+

3
2
1
1
1

.97
.98
.98
.98
.99

227
119

147
106

1.54
1.12

116***
16+

48
9

136

105

1.30

25**

110

101

1.09

7+

Δχ2

Δdf

CFI

RMSEA

AIC

.03

327

.96
.98
.98
.98
.99

.06
.05
.04
.04
.04

229
331
330
330
329

.91
.98

.93
.98

.10
.04

635
368

6

.95

.96

.07

388

4

.98

.98

.04

288

99

IFI
99

Note: N = 61; CFI = Comparative ﬁt index; IFI = Incremental Fit Index; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation. The nine alternative models are compared the moderated-mediation model 1.
*= chi-difference statistic p < .05 compared to the moderated mediation model.
+
indicates that the model is less parsimonious than the moderated indirect-effects model. The lowest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) value
shows the best ﬁtting model.

Second, we assessed whether our model was affected by an endogeneity bias (Antonakis, Bendahan, Jacquart, &
Lalive 2010). If endogeneity can be ruled out, the implied ﬂow of causality is statistically supported (Antonakis et al.
2010). An endogeneity bias arises from an unmeasured omitted variable that might be related to the error term of both
the independent and the dependent variables. To examine endogeneity, we followed the procedure described by
Shaver (2005) for mediation analyses, and speciﬁed two additional models. First was an alternative model allowing
an error correlation between age-inverse differences and frequency of negative emotions and using average ageconsistent differences, percentage of age-inverse differences, service and production industry dummies as instruments, as they showed high correlations with age-inverse differences and no signiﬁcant correlation with the frequency
of negative emotions. In this alternative model the error correlation was non-signiﬁcant, and the relationship between
age-inverse age-differences and frequency of negative emotions remained positive and signiﬁcant (β = .58, t = 6.18,
p < .001). Second was an alternative model allowing error correlations between frequency of negative emotions
and performance, while using mean age of the subordinates, mean age of the supervisors, response rate, and unionization rate as instruments, as they show a high correlation with frequency of negative emotions and no signiﬁcant
correlation with performance. The error correlation was non-signiﬁcant and the relationship between frequencies
of negative emotions remained negative and signiﬁcant at a 10 percent level (β = .33, t = 1.86, p < .10). In sum
these results indicate that our effects are robust, even when controlling for a potential endogeneity bias.

Discussion
Age differences are a universal aspect of human relationships. Whenever people come together, they unconsciously
and automatically assess each other’s age and adapt their behavior accordingly. Age has historically been closely
tied to hierarchical status (Linton 1936); older individuals were granted leadership positions because of the
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knowledge and wisdom which were expected to come with age. More recently, however, perceptions of age have
shifted toward an increased appreciation of youth as a source of fresh and innovative leadership. As a result, many
companies have shifted from seniority-based to merit-based promotion systems (Chiang & Birtch 2007). In conjunction with demographic developments (Peeters & Groot 2012), those changes mean that supervisors are no longer
necessarily older workers. On the contrary, many organizations have reversed the traditional relational age structure
so that supervisors are often younger than their subordinates (Cappeli & Novelli 2010).
In this study we examined the effects of those changes, thus addressing a puzzle in our understanding of the effects that organizational age structure has on workforce emotions and company performance. We asked whether
companies, by neglecting age differences, reap alleged emotional and performance beneﬁts or, as relational demography theories (i.e., Tsui & O’Reilly 1989) suggest, suffer adverse consequences. Based on our theorizing and an
empirical study of 61 companies, we showed that the average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships
indirectly relate to company performance, and emotions play an important role in determining those effects. If the
age gap is large, employees throughout the company are likely to experience negative emotions such as anger, fright,
and disgust in the workplace, but if the age gap is small, employees are less likely to experience negative emotions.
In turn, more frequent negative emotions among employees are associated with lower company performance. Hence,
relational age differences between supervisors and older subordinates indirectly relate to poorer company performance by negatively inﬂuencing employee emotions. However, the unfavorable pattern is neutralized if older subordinates inhibit their negative emotions in encounters with their younger supervisors. Therefore, companies that
have large average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships but also employees who similarly suppress
their emotions fare better than workplaces in which employees express their emotions more freely. In sum, inverse
age differences between supervisors and subordinates matter, but not in a positive way: instead, such differences
breed negative emotions that spread across the workforce unless subordinates suppress their emotions.

Contributions
Organizational demography research explores the relationship between the collective conﬁguration of demographic
characteristics and organizational outcomes (Lawrence 1997). With this study, we took that research further by casting companies as compositions of relationships marked by demographic similarities and differences. Speciﬁcally,
we integrated compositional and relational demography research (Tsui et al. 1995) to show that relational age differences in the aggregate affect collective outcomes (i.e., emotions and performance). In prior demography research,
compositional and relational approaches formed the bases for two distinct literatures. Compositional demography
examines how organizational or group demographic compositions affect collective processes, states, and outcomes
(for overviews see Joshi & Roh 2009; Van Dijk et al. 2012). In contrast, relational demography investigates how
demographic differences between employees and their peers or supervisors inﬂuence individual behaviors, processes, and outcomes (Tsui & O’Reilly 1989). In this study, we integrated these two literatures by investigating
how the average relational age differences between supervisors and older subordinates, as a compositional organizational property, affect emotions and company performance. Thus, one contribution this study makes follows from
the linking of two separate literatures in demography research and involves the idea that organizations are composed
of relationships.
Another related contribution of this research is the extension of age research to the organizational level. Previous
research was mostly conﬁned to individual, dyadic, or team levels. The evidence of relational demography research
suggests that age-inverse supervisory relationships erode individual’s work performance (Tsui & O’Reilly 1989),
lower an individual’s job satisfaction, and increase the individual’s burnout (Wesolowski & Mossholder 1997).
But ﬁndings at lower levels do not necessarily generalize to higher levels (Kozlowski & Klein 2000), and studies
at the organizational level are rare (Kunze et al., 2013; Kunze et al. 2011). By theorizing and investigating how
age differences affect companies, we bridge the micro and macro domains of organizational research, offering evidence that company performance partly depends on relational age differences across the workforce hierarchy. Thus,
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our study demonstrates that relational age differences between supervisors and subordinates are relevant not only at
the individual, dyadic, and group levels, but also impact entire companies. Organizational demography theory prior
to our study had neglected such higher level outcomes of relational differences.
Apart from the primary contributions to age research in organizations, this study also holds implication for research on emotions. First is the extension of research about emotion effects to the organizational level of analysis.
Thus, we contribute to the recent push toward examining emotions at levels beyond the small group (Menges &
Kilduff, 2015; Barsade & O’Neill 2014; O’Neil & Rothbard 2016). This research shows that workforce emotions
matter for organizational performance. Second is the linking of emotion research with demography research—two
literatures that rarely touch. Many factors inﬂuence how employees collectively feel at work (Barsade & Knight
2015; Menges & Kilduff 2015; Parke & Seo 2016), but age differences are rarely listed among those factors. We
theorize and show that, aside all other factors, age differences in supervisory relationships matter for emotions at
work and that how they matter depends on emotion expression. Thus, seemingly superﬁcial demographic characteristics link with deep psychological forces such as emotion; through these linkages, demographics affect outcomes.
Although scholars have called for research on emotions and demographic differences (Ashkanasy & Daus 2002),
theory and empirical evidence about the role of emotions in the link between demographic differences and outcomes
are rare. Our ﬁndings underpin the importance of such research and encourage investigations into other areas of demographic research such as gender and ethnicity.
The third contribution to emotion research concerns emotion expression and suppression. In addition to several
studies at the individual level that have found emotion suppression to be a demanding, effortful and socially costly
self-regulation strategy (e.g., Gross & John 2003), we show that emotion suppression can be an effective strategy in
circumstances that involve emotionally taxing social interactions. Speciﬁcally, in companies that have high average
levels of age-inverse supervisory relationships our research found, with regard to organizational performance, that
there are social beneﬁts to emotion suppression within supervisory relationships. This ﬁnding should not be taken
to imply that organizations should promote cultures of emotional suppression, in which a collective beneﬁt is
achieved through the psychological costs carried by individuals. Indeed, our ﬁndings also show that the well-known
problems associated with emotion suppression do surface in companies with low average levels of age-inverse supervisory relationships. Speciﬁcally, Figure 3 illustrates that in companies with small or no age gaps between supervisors and subordinates, prevalent emotion suppression is associated with increased negativity. This ﬁnding
corroborates existing evidence that emotion suppression can be detrimental (Gross & Levenson 1997; Srivastava,
Tamir, McGonigal, John, & Gross 2009). When age norms are not violated and supervisory relationships are thus
not tainted with negative emotions, emotion suppression is, indeed, damaging. In any case, companies are likely
to be well advised to approach the challenges of age-inverse supervisory relationships in ways that beneﬁt both
the company at the organizational level and the employees at the individual level, rather than one or the other.

Practical implications
Our ﬁndings put to question contemporary promotion practices that disregard age as a criterion for placing a person into a supervisory role. This research points to the potential emotional and performance problems that go
hand in hand with systematically promoting younger employees into positions that involve the management of
older employees. An important practical implication therefore concerns the level of awareness concerning the potential problems of the new organizational order (cf. Cappeli & Novelli 2010). We are not suggesting that companies should revert to the old workplace with traditional age structures. We also have no evidence to refute the
effectiveness of merit-based promotion systems. But we do have evidence for some of the repercussions that
companies are likely to face when moving away from traditional age structures and abandoning seniority-based
promotion systems. This evidence casts doubt on the orthodoxy that merit-based performance systems are generally beneﬁcial. Therefore, practitioners should carefully think about how they can avoid these repercussions in
their companies.
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Figure 3. The interactive effect of average age-inverse differences and levels of emotion suppression in supervisory relationships
on the frequencies of negative emotions experienced by the workforce

As a ﬁrst step, practitioners could analyze the current setup of the relational age structure of their organization and
then consider whether their organization is at risk. If there is a risk, the second step might involves examining
whether HR records concerning promotion practices can be correlated with the organizational performance trajectory to detect any age-related effects. Furthermore, running an employee survey can help gauge whether emotions
have tipped toward the negative. If the company is already affected by the dynamics we have identiﬁed, thus suffering negative emotions and performance decrements as a result of increasing average age differences between younger supervisors and older subordinates, then the third step involves ﬁnding and implementing solutions to escape this
dynamic. Such solutions should not, however, build on emotion suppression. The rich evidence for the multiple negative consequences of emotion suppression for individuals (Gross & Levenson 1997) would clearly render such solutions unethical. Employees could, however, be trained in emotion regulation strategies that help employees deal
more effectively with their feelings (Koole 2009). For example, there is some evidence that emotional intelligence
training can achieve such beneﬁts for employees (Kotsou, Nelis, Grégoire, & Mikolajczak 2011). Even better, in our
view, would be to actively counter the underlying reasons for the negative emotions. If there were less emphasis on
career time tables in companies and less hierarchical thinking, for example, then employees would likely respond
less emotionally to age differences.
Such a development toward an age-bias free workplace can be supported by organizational initiatives identiﬁed in
recent age diversity research. Boehm, Kunze, and Bruch (2014), for example, identiﬁed age-inclusive HR practices
(i.e., human resource management practices that ensure an age-bias free workplace) as antecedents of a general positive age-diversity climate that beneﬁcially impacts company performance. In another study Kunze, Boehm and
Bruch (2013) showed that pro-diversity trainings and workshops can lower the negative effects of age diversity
on company performance. To lower the negative consequences of age-inverse supervisory relationships, we would
thus encourage similar HR and training initiatives.

Limitations and future research
The generalizability of our results is limited because the participating companies were from a single cultural environment. Germany is, however, an exemplary ﬁeld setting in which to study the consequences of demographic
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change, because it has the world’s fourth-highest median age of overall population (45.3 years in 2011; CIA World
Factbook 2011). Thus, the age structure in German companies is a potential projection for future developments in
other industrialized countries such as the United States, where the population is aging drastically but has not yet
reached Germany’s age level. The cultural patterns surrounding emotion expression are thought to be similar in
Western countries, but are different to Asian cultures (Butler, Lee, & Gross 2007), potentially limiting the universality of our ﬁndings.
Furthermore, this research does not allow us to draw statistical inferences about cause and effect. Our design
features a fairly stable characteristic of the average age-inverse differences in supervisory relationships as an antecedent of the more volatile frequency of negative emotions and performance. Theoretically the ﬂow of causality
from stable characteristics to volatile outcomes is more likely than vice versa; thus, it is more likely that ageinverse differences in supervisory relationships caused the frequency of negative emotions than vice versa. We
drew on extant theory to argue that negative emotions in the workforce affect company performance, but statistically we cannot exclude the possibility that the reverse holds true—that is, that company performance affects the
emotions of the workforce. We did, however, test structural equation models in which we reversed the direction
of effects and found no signiﬁcant relationships. We also ran endogeneity analyses to gain conﬁdence in the proposed model. And, we included performance in the previous year as a control variable, thus accounting for how
past performance affects present emotions. The measure of past performance was somewhat limited because it
was provided by HR rather than by the top management, and this likely accounts for the relatively weak relationship between prior and current performance in the bivariate correlation (r = .36, p > .01) and the structural model
(b = .27). Overall, theory and empirical analyses supported the described direction of effects, but in absence of
experimental data we cannot with certainty conﬁrm the direction of the effects. We chose the current study design
because it offers external validity and allows analyses at the organizational level, but experiments are indispensable to gain certainty about causality.
This study offers numerous avenues for future research. First, the integration of relational and compositional demography in terms of age sparks questions about how other facets of age and/or other demographic characteristics in
the relationship between supervisors and subordinates affect feeling patterns and performance in organizations. In
this research we focused on chronological age. Potentially, not only age, but generational differences in supervisory
relationships (i.e., supervisor and followers from different birth cohorts that share distinct collective memories during formative years of life; Joshi, Dencker, Franz, & Martocchio 2010) might relate to affective reactions in companies. Additionally, future studies can examine how deep-level differences such as personality traits and work values
(e.g., Phillips & Loyd 2006) affect relations and in turn organizational outcomes. Analogous to team faultline research (e.g., Jehn & Bezrukova 2010), we assume that if age-inverse relationships are aligned with deep demographic characteristics, negative emotional tensions will increase; for example, if the younger supervisor is also
more extroverted than the older subordinate. A misalignment might lower the organization-wide frequencies of negative emotion expression; for example, if the younger supervisor and the older subordinate are both extroverted.
Another direction for future research is to further examine the mechanisms that underpin the linkage between the
average age-inverse difference in supervisory relationships and negative emotions. An anonymous reviewer suggested that procedural and distributive injustice might play a role in explaining the linkage. For example, if younger
employees are promoted into supervisory positions because the promotion process is tweaked in their favor and discriminates against employees with higher age, older employees might experience negative emotions as a result of procedural injustice. Or, if the outcome of the promotion process leaves older employees in unfavorable positions, it is
the inherent distributive injustice that creates negative emotions among employees. Such considerations are valuable
in an effort to expand upon our model and gain a deeper understanding of the ﬁrst-stage linkage between the average
age-inverse difference in supervisory relationships and negative emotions. We did not have the data to test these suggestions, but we believe that future research should explore the role of procedural and distributive injustice—as well
as other potential mechanisms—in the context of average age-inverse difference in supervisory relationships.
Future research should explore further contextual conditions (beyond emotion suppression) that may diminish the
problems of age-inverse supervisory relationships or perhaps even bring about positive consequences. Could it be
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that age-inverse supervisory relationships are more painful in traditional, mechanistic organizations than in modern,
organic organizations (Ambrose & Schminke 2003)? Traditional organizations tend to be more hierarchical, thus reinforcing status and career norms, whereas modern organizations may be more egalitarian, thus downplaying the
role of status and career progression. Indeed, there is the possibility that status norms and career norms are malleable
(Posthuma & Campion 2009) and that some organizations have evolved to overwrite these general norms with other
speciﬁc norms that are less likely to evoke negative emotions in age-inverse supervisory relationships. In this context, the examination of age-related stereotypes, age norms, and anti-discrimination policies holds considerable
promise (Kunze, Boehm, & Bruch, 2013). Furthermore, to the extent that it becomes evident to older employees that
they beneﬁt from the promotion of younger employees into supervisory positions, older employees may ﬁnd it easier
to accept, perhaps even welcome pertinent promotion decisions. With respect to industry sectors, the correlations we
found indicate that being in the service or manufacturing sector either increases or decreases, respectively, the magnitude of age inverse supervisory differences in companies. Our study only considered four rather broad measures of
industry differences, so future research should examine more thoroughly the role of industry for our proposed relationships. For example, such research could investigate whether belonging to the high tech sector or the start-up sector would shape the effects we reported, because in these sectors younger employees are perhaps attributed higher
expertise.
This study illuminates the role of emotions for demographic research, but much more research is needed to fully
understand the emotional intricacies of diversity. For example, our research highlighted the effects of negative emotions such as anger, fury, and fright. A limitation of our research is that we did not measure these emotions with direct reference to age-inverse supervisory relationships; this avoided socially desirable responding, but also makes it
harder to speciﬁcally attribute these emotions to age-inverse supervisor–subordinate relationships. Future research
can explore how relational characteristics in organizations affect positive emotions such as joy, happiness, and enthusiasm. It is also important to consider the linkage between age-inverse supervisory relationships and emotions
within the emotional climate of the work group, given that supervisors have considerable inﬂuence on how a work
group feels (Ozcelik, Langton, & Aldrich 2008). Are there ways that supervisors can make up for inverse age differences by fostering a positive emotional climate?
In our dataset, we found an interesting and unexpected positive correlation between the workforce’s mean age and
the frequency of negative emotions. Although the relationship was not signiﬁcant in the full structural model with
mean age as a covariate, it could be interesting to further investigate the relationship between an aging workforce
and the emotions that prevail in organizations. Social psychology research suggests that older adults are generally
happier than younger adults (Mroczek & Kolarz 1998), but our data, in contrast, suggest that more frequent negative
emotions were experienced in companies that have older employees. Thus, private life may be asymmetrical with
business life regarding happiness among people of varying ages.
Moreover, future research could explore the role of emotion regulation strategies other than emotion suppression as boundary conditions for the age-related effects. Could the controlled expression of negative emotions in
age-inverse supervisory relationships help resolve the hurt feelings of older subordinates? Although negative
emotional disclosure can generally help resolve problems and strengthen relationships (Kennedy-Moore & Watson 2001; Rimé 2007), such positive resolutions are unlikely in age-inverse supervisory relationships. First, the
basic problem cannot be resolved: age differences cannot be changed. Second, when both parties trust and
appreciate each other in friendly, communal relationships, emotion disclosures create and reinforce affective
bonds, but between people of different status, disclosure tends to further deteriorate relationships (Phillips,
Rothbard, & Dumas 2009). When status differences cause the negative emotions, expressing those feelings further exacerbates the distance by bringing subtle conﬂicts and tensions to the surface. Nonetheless, even if expression is not helpful, other emotion regulation strategies such as reappraisal might be more effective than
emotion suppression (Gross & John 2003). Emotion reappraisal could thus be another interesting moderating
variable for future studies. In sum, linking demography and emotion research generates a wide array of important research questions.
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Conclusion
This research suggests that the new organizational order is not necessarily better than the traditional age structure of
the old workplace. Companies featuring high average age-inverse differences between supervisors and subordinates
create emotional tensions that hurt the company’s performance, if subordinates feel free to express emotions toward
their supervisors. The key message of this article is that relational age differences matter not just for individuals, but
that these differences accrue to affect entire organizations, both in terms of the feelings that are shared among the
workforce and in terms of the performance that the company achieves.
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